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Question #1
Please clarify: No fiber reinforcement in the 6” concrete sidewalk

Answer
Reinforcement for the sidewalk is not required, however a doweled connection from proposed to 

existing is required. 

Question #2
Can the contractor assume that the attachment of the polygon structures to the foundations 

(provided by contractor) will be done by the polygon structure installer?   (Sheet C2.2 detail 1)

Answer

Per preliminary footing details from Polygon, adhesive drill and epoxy anchors are an option and will 

be utilized for this project. No cast-in-place anchors required. The Polygon structures will be installed 

by others. 

Question #3

The elevations for the polygon structure#2  foundations (24” drilled pier) are not all the same 

elevation – they vary by 0.31 feet (4 inches).   Structures #1,3,4’s have the same T.O foundation 

elevation for each of the 6 drilled piers.   Please confirm elevations for Structure #2 are good.

Answer
The varying elevations are by design and will be addressed with custom post fabrication for that 

particular shelter.

Question #4
Irrigation repairs/removals – please confirm COG Parks will move sprinkler heads and repair damage 

(if any) due to trenching for the 2” UG electrical conduits.

Answer

The City of Greeley Parks Department will remove sprinkler heads and repair damage caused due to 

trenching for the 2" UG electrical conduits. The contractor is responsible to locate (flag) locations of 

strikes to the irrigation system when they occur. 

Question #5
Sodding – bid form has 5072 SF of sodding.   Limits of disturbance is just under 16,000SF

Answer

LOD indicative of construction area and not necessarily disturbed ground. Disturbance should be 

minimized as much as possible. 5,072 SF based on excavation footprint but disturbed ground will 

need to be restored. Increase the bid form units from 5,072 SF to 10,000 SF accordingly to account 

for possible overages. 
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Question #6

It was understood to allow for an extra mob as the pavilions would be installed separate. Can we get 

clarification on the install of the pavilion pads, footers and caissons. The contractor will install the 

pads but is the footers and caissons separate or included as they are still waiting on final dimensions. 

The drilled shaft are for caissons 24 inches on our bid schedule. Just need to know if there will be an 

updated bid sheet.

Answer
The extra mob is just for final cleanup (sodding, removing erosion control devices, etc.) and resetting 

the metal fence. 

Question #7
Subgrade prep does the 12 inch scarifying is that the engineers decision. If the ground is firm and 

deemed suitable do we still have to disturb the native ground?

Answer

Final determination of scarifying requirement shall be made by the geotechnical engineer at the time 

of construction. The contractor may request a variance from the project specifications at that time, 

however for purposes of the bid, please assume all work shall be installed per specification. 

Question #8
Pull box (11”x18”x12”) – is this a quazite type box?  Tier rating 8?   Please provide spec/detail for pull 

box

Answer
Attached spec. for Bulk 1 Series pull box.

Question #9

Sheet C2.0 Flag Note#11 – states that “sidewalk joint spacing to match sidewalk width with 

expansion joints included every 3rd joint” – Expansion joints should be placed where sidewalk 

connects to pavilion pads, but is it the expectation that expansion joints are every 3rd joint on the 

sidewalk itself or every 18LF of 6’ wide sidewalk?

Answer
That is an error in the note. Expansion joint spacing per City of Greeley detail (every 400' max) and 

at connections to pavilion pads as contractor indicated. 

Question #10
Will the county be purchasing the shelter tarps and picnic tables? 

Answer
The City will be purchasing and installing the picnic tables. It is unclear what shelter tarps are being 

referred to? 

Question #11
Will a separate company install the shelter tarps and picnic tables or will the awarded company 

complete the installation?

Answer
All picnic tables, trash receptacles, and shelters (above the footing) furnished and installed by City.

Question #12
 A 2 electrical conduit is coming into the shelters but the holes are only 1-1/8". How this will work 

and how the conduits are routed within the shelter itself?

Answer

Oversized conduit allows for some play in where the conduit stub lines up with the electrical access 

hole. Contractor only needs to provide stub up from footing - conduit routing and wiring in shelter is 

by others. Shelter manufacturer can supply layout template to help with this process.

Question #13 Additional detail requested for shelter bolting connections.

Answer
Foundation connections are accomplished by drill and epoxy anchors, by others.

Question #14
There are no electrical plans. Are we just installing the conduit and not pulling wire? Will the wire be 

pulled by others at a later time?

Answer
Yes, conduit is being installed with tracer wire such that it can be electronically located. Wire will be 

pulled at a later date by others.
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